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To company and organizations
executives
(by list)
Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia (PFUR) expresses it’s respect and informs the
following.
A competition is announced to the Master program on "Innovative technologies and
nanotechnology in medicine pharmacy and biotechnology " within the framework of an accredited
222900 "Nanotechnology and Microsystems Engineering " in 2015.
This educational program is implemented on the basis of Scientific and educational center in
thedirection of Education and Research Center «Nanotechnology» PFUR (ERC « Nanotechnology» )
with the participation of leading companies ООО «Farmkontact», SPFO etc.
The aim of the program is to train highly qualified specialists with applied skills in biomedical
and pharmaceutical technologies and nanotechnology to work in major public and private biomedical
and pharmaceutical companies of the country and the world centers of nanotechnologies.
Requirements - higher education ( bachelor, specialist ), high level of personal motivation , a
willingness fulfill the requirements of the curriculum program.
Upon completion of training, graduates of the program receive - two diplomas of Russian and
International standard with a Masters qualification , allowing to work in prestigious Russian and
foreign companies and research centers.
Also, the ERC "Nanotechnology", offers individuals and organizations a wide range of
services in the field of research of nanostructures using modern complex scientific and analytical
equipment .
Please bring this information to interested individuals and organizations.
Willing to answer all of your questions and discuss any options for mutually beneficial
cooperation.
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